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White line

R
R: Mechanical limit + built-in 
    RF receiver ( 230V/50Hz )
RL: Mechanical limit + built-in 
      RF receiver ( 110V/60Hz )

a.Pairing Motor with Controller

Note: Pairing can not be done under group channel or 0 channel.

b.Direction Reverse

Power Wire

Power on, add a new controller

1.The power supply is AC supply. 
2.Please confirm the rated voltage and frequency according to the nameplate 
when using it. 
3.One motor cannot be connected to two switches or external receivers at 
the same time. 
4.Two motors cannot be connected in parallel to the same switch or external 
receiver. 
5.The motor can be paried with max 10 remote controllers. 
6.The motor cannot be immersed in liquid for use. 
7.Please do not use heavy objects or sharp objects to damage the motor. 
8.Do not lift the motor by grabbing and pulling the power wire. 



c.Upper&Lower Limits Setting

04 Troubleshooting 

Stop

Note: When motor in one-touch mode, hold Up or Down for more than 2s, it will run in 
          constant-touch mode.

Constant-touch ------>One-touch

Same operation can toggle from one-touch to constant -touch mode.

Prg Jog x1 Jog x1 Stop Jog x1

OKP

d.One-touch/Constant-touch Mode

Remove a single controller

h.Removing Controllers

Prg on 
existing A

Stop on B
(to remove)

Jog x1 Prg on 
existing A

Jog x1 Jog x1

P P

Remove all controllers:

Prg Down

All controllers removed

Jog x1 Prg Jog x1 Jog x1

P P

Controller B removed

Note: All the settings are saved even controllers removed(limits set are saved).
          Controller A/B are already paired to motor.  

remote contorller

remote contorller

Note: When motor is not working, do not turn the hole with hexdriver. 

Inside limit switch of motor 
doesn't open

1.Adjust the voltage to rated
data

The motr has exceeded termal 
overheat protection (4 minutes)

Wait for the motor to cool 
down for approximately 20 
minutes

1.The crown and drive adapter 
    are not well adapterd to tube
2.The driving tube is too long, 
   cused the brackets are too 
   tightly 

1.Change correct size crown 
   and drive adapter
2.If idler is active, make 
   driving tube shorter to 
   avoid the tight status


